
 

 
 
To whom it may concern, 

 

I am writing to highly recommend a remarkable variety act to you. “Pirates of the 

Colombian Caribbean Aerial High Wire Thrill Show” is most aptly named. This show 

features the sensational Murcia family, consisting of the patriarch Walter Murcia, his wife 

Victoria their sons Alexander and Antony and their nephew Andres. The show is pirate 

themed and absolutely suitable for all audiences and any venue. Initially developed for the 

circus, it seamlessly fits into the renaissance faire industry, theme parks and county fairs. 

The show has a scale that is truly impressive as it features a high wire over 30 feet in the air 

set into an art directed façade of a pirate ship. To the side there is a double spinning “wheel 

of death” where two of the pirates perform a death defying display of stunning skill. For all 

the thrills that the show delivers, it remains a family friendly performance delivered with 

humor and the level of discipline that only comes from a lifetime spent perfecting the skills 

and showmanship required for a display far above the average. To call the show 

spectacular is still to underrate it. Beyond the performances themselves, all the company 

members are easy to work with, adaptable and ready to participate in all the additional 

requirements presented in the festival venue such as daily parades and character “meet 

and greets”. Promotional appearances and interviews are gladly given and publicists will 

simply adore them, as their stories are involved and unique, given their 10 generations 

worth of experience, history and performances world-wide.  

 

I cannot recommend this family and this show more highly. We wanted to feature a show 

to deliver a high-energy spectacle for our 25th anniversary season, and we could not have 

chosen a better representative for skill, artistry and delight. Should you have any 

questions, I would happily answer any inquiries directly. I’ve included my contact 

information below. Let me conclude that whatever your event, “The Pirates of the 

Colombian Caribbean Aerial High Wire Thrill Show” will exceed your every expectation. 

 

 

 

Richard Weber 

Entertainment Director 

Florida Renaissance Festivals 

773 742-7715 

 

richardweber@earthlink.net 
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